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It's Always Your Data
How to Access Your Data with Aparavi's Open Data API

Executive Summary
Existing and legacy backup and archive solutions were built with proprietary data formats that lock users in to
those software applications forever. Aparavi has approached its active archive solution with a fundamentally
different approach, providing more than one way for a user to access their archived data that is separate and
distinct from the archiving application, and completely open, thereby enabling any user access to their data
indefinitely and without constraint. With the open access approach archived data is immediately accessible,
not just for retrieval or recovery, but as a data asset with access for secondary usage, such as business
analytics or insight.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Existing and legacy backup and archive solutions were built to ensure data is safely archived and/or backed
up, both on-site for fast recovery, as well as off-site to tape, disk, cloud, or other storage medium for
disaster recovery. The vendors of these solutions tout their ability to help you seamlessly recover your
data, no matter how long you’ve had it stored, or where, as long as you still have their software you used
to store the data. Backup and archive vendors have long used proprietary data formats to both enhance
performance and functionality of their solution, but also to lock users in to their specific application for
as long as the user wants access to their data. This also meant that once the data was managed by the
backup or archive application, those secondary copies were not accessible to other applications that could
be used for other beneficial purposes, such as business analytics or insight.

BACKGROUND
Government regulations such as the Code of Federal Regulations, the Bank Securities Act, and EEOC
require organizations to retain documents for many years and sometimes indefinitely. Besides regulation,
most organizations have fairly long-term retention requirements for business purposes, and many keep all
their data forever. Legacy backup solutions have helped organizations meet this need with sophisticated
solutions designed to help recovery in the event of lost or corrupted data.
Newer regulations such as the GDPR and the California’s Consumer Privacy law require organizations to
dispose of consumer data upon request. So, organizations must not only retain documents, but be ready
to search through the retained data and for those identified documents, retrieve them, and ultimately
destroy them, if required.
As a result of complying with regulations, implementing data governance initiatives, or just for organizational
history, document archives are vast, millions or billions of files, and not only need to be accessible forever
for recovery and privacy-management purposes, also contain a treasure trove of historical data that
could be re-used for secondary use cases and applications. Retrieving data independent of the original
application that stored it and realizing the value of the data for secondary usage requires access to the
archives to be open, controlled, and managed. To maximize secondary usage, archived documents should
be classifiable, searchable, and easily retrievable upon request.
To stay ahead of the competition or perform better service to their customers, organizations are
implementing active insight solutions, business analytics, machine learning, and other data centric
solutions. These tools need access to not only on-premises data, but to all data, including archived data.
Many of these tools “crawl” data directories to catalog all unstructured data regardless of its location
or usage. Archived data (in the cloud or on-premises) must be included to deliver a complete historical
narrative.
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SOLUTION
Aparavi’s active archive solution archives unstructured data to an expanding list of cloud object storage
vendors such as Amazon Web Services, Google, Microsoft Azure, Wasabi, and more. During the archive
process, documents are encrypted, compressed, and classified for search and retention requirements.
Customers can switch between supported clouds to take advantage of market conditions or to respond to
business or technical requirements. Aparavi will archive new data to the most recent cloud of choice and
seamlessly retrieve documents from the archives, regardless of their cloud location.
In addition to Aparavi’s browser-based front-end, organizations can interact directly with their archived
data via an open API. Direct access to the archived data is vastly more important when organizations put
in place an aggressive primary storage reduction policy where the documents no longer exist on primary
storage.
Aparavi offers two options for directly accessing archived data:
1. C++ API
2. Command line execution
Regardless of the option, Aparavi’s openness allows organizations to gain access to their archived data
without the constraint of using the application user interface unlocking access to their data forever.

API OVERVIEW
The Aparavi Open Data Access API utilizes the Aparavi library - which is freely distributed and part of the
installation package. The Aparavi library is used to communicate directly to the cloud archives as shown
in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1
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To expose the Aparavi functionality in a C++ application you need to include the Aparavi header file
aparavi.h (Figure 2) and link to the Aparavi library: engsup.lib (Windows) or engsup.a (Linux).

Figure 2

Once the header and library are included, you can then access the archives via Aparavi engine commands
defined as functions. If you utilized encryption when storing data, you will need to supply the encryption
pass phrase to generate a hash that will grant you access to the archived data.
To interact with the Aparavi engine is to develop a program that accepts commands provided within a json
file (further explanation of the json file approach is shown in the JSON File section below). This approach
is advantageous in that the program is relatively straightforward and could be used for many use cases by
simply passing along the commands provided in the input file (Figure 3).
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Figure 3

The json file could either be populated manually (typically for testing purposes) or programmatically
populated for full automation. You could create a front-end application that takes requests from an end
user, populate the json file based on their selection, then execute the commands within the file.
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COMMAND LINE EXECUTION
In addition to the programmatic approach using Aparavi’s C++ API, you can call the Aparavi engine directly
either via the command line or from a script. The command line approach is useful to test access to your
cloud archives and to perform simple commands as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4

For direct Aparavi engine interaction, you could either specify arguments on the command line or
alternatively enter the parameters in a json file.

JSON File
For the json file approach, a properly formatted json file is passed to the Aparavi engine to perform the
requested function including: the buckets to access, the retrieval location, and the action to be performed.
The json file structure has the following section names:
•

config: unique identifier of the Aparavi software
agent from which to retrieve files

•

paths: local work area for processing commands

•

commands: commands, include and exclude
paths, target path, bucket, and source data set

An example retrieval.json file is shown in Figure 5. The
config section contains the appliance and agent IDs’. The
paths section indicates where the control and data files
are located. The commands section tells the engine to
perform a recover command for all files in the “C:/data”
directory, retrieve the files from AWS S3 from the specific
archive called AR000000001, and place the files in the “C:\
DemoData” directory.
Figure 5
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Command Line
Utilizing arguments on the command line produces the same results as the other options. The direct command line interaction is useful for ad hoc simple commands. You simply enter the specific commands to
produce the required results. See Figure 6.

Figure 6

Regardless of the choice, the Aparavi engine simply acts upon the given instructions as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Functions within a C++ program
Commands supplied to a C++ program within a json file
Command line execution of a json file instructions
Direct command line interaction

CONCLUSION
Aparavi’s open access approach to its active archive solution allows organizations to archive unstructured
data to their cloud vendor of choice giving organizations the flexibility to choose the best cloud object
storage solution for their organization while guaranteeing direct access to their archived data with an easy
to use API. The API gives organizations secure and managed access to their archived data when they want
it without the use of Aparavi’s web user interface. Utilizing Aparavi’s active archive solution allows organizations to aggressively reduce primary storage knowing they can easily access their archived data while
also allowing organizations to unlock the potential of their organization’s archived data for use cases such
as analytics and insight. With Aparavi, it is always your data.
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